
DVD Review: Where the Dead Go to Die
Posted on March 15, 2012 by Dennis 

Unearthed/MVD 

Director: Jimmy ScreamerClauz 

Writer: Jimmy ScreamerClauz 

Stars: Ruby Larocca, Brandon Slagle and Joey Smack

(From imdb.com)

What they say: Where the Dead Go To Die

group of children living on the same bloc

dog named Labby who brings them on surreal hell

dimensions and time periods. On the night of a lunar eclipse he informs 

Tommy about the devil fetus living inside

attempts to help Ralph court the girl across the street, who is an unwilling participant in her father

tape trading ring. Add in a memory stealing junkie living inside an abandoned church and you

pure mind melting insanity!

What I say: When I fired this up I was appalled. The animaton is a jerky mess,

feels so cheap…but I couldn’t stop watching it! Despite all these flaws this is one of the most engrossing films I

have seen in quite some time. The fact that it works despite being a total train wreck speaks of its power.

Every frame of this film oozes fear despair and pure evil. I have not seen such an unsettling film since A Serbian 

Film. The fact that it’s animated only adds to the weirdness. Such things go on that I

doing them, and maybe that’s the point. 
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The above description really does the film no justice as it’s even more fucked up

surface of the depravity on display. This film still haunts me and I put off writing this review for a couple of days 

as I absorbed what I saw. Picture quality is irreverent, this movie will damage your

praise. If you have any interest in the dark side of film you MUST check this out but make sure you are ready

Film: 9/10 

DVD: 9/10 

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED!!!

This film is also available on Blu-Ray.
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